


Executive Summary
The goal of this campaign is to raise brand recognition and sales by readressing 
the way we approach young women who need a tattoo removal service. Our plan 
for building this trust starts with the idea of creating a new face for the company 
by focusing on the people who need our product the most. Through healing the 
brand’s social media relationship and through a tactfully light-hearted ad campaign, 
the brand will be able to form a rapport with its consumers that will eventually lead 
to loyalty and a lasting relationship. Everything is tailored to give our product a face 
and making sure that young women understand that we can provide the tools that 
they need to rebrand their lives and take control of their appearance. 
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BRAND BACKGROUND 
Wrecking Balm Tattoo Removal has gone out of business. It 
has no accessible background or reliable references. All re-
search on the product was done through secondary sources. 
That being said, this campaign will be used to relaunch the 

company. 

BRAND EVALUATION
Features
-Fading cream made of all natural ingredients
-Dermomatic Microdermabrasion Applicator
-Erosion Head, 
-Suffusion Gel, 
-Hydravescent Cream 
-Branding Butter Concealer 

Value
-Originated at $49.99 in stores
-Currently $30-$35 in stores
-Online $24.99-$29.99  

-Walmart is the main providing retailer of the product.  

Visual
Various “gothic” and “western” themes in font and coloring. 
Inconsistent logo and  graphic design.

Slogan/Ad Headlines 
-“If you can reach it, you can fade it”
-“It’s devastating”
-“From Cherry Bomb to Soccer Mom”
-Overall not very tactful

Synopsis
The brand markets the product as “tough”, and is known for 
not working. Consumers have called it “completely ineffec-
tive”, a “waste of money”, and a “bust”. Multiple Youtube video 
reviews and other social media sources were used to publi-
cize its failure. 

Situation 
Analysis
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STRENGTHS
-High brand recognition 
-Strong online presence 
-Product contains natural ingredients 
-Showcase as affordable option
-It smells good!

WEAKNESSES
-Bad brand-consumer relationship. 
-Has to be refilled frequently
-Abrasive tool breaks easily 
-Causes irritation to the skin 
-Current marketing is tactless  

OPPORTUNITIES
-Healing brand-consumer relation-
ship. 
-Showcase company priorities as 
positive 
-Rebranding the company 
completely
-Opportunity to create an emotional 
appeal.

 THREATS
-Product’s past life on the shelf is the 
biggest threat to the campaign. 
-Users recognize product as a scam.
-History of bad social media pres-
ence 

SWOT 
Analysis
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Competitive 
Summary

DIRECT COMPETITOR:
-Ink Busters has a lower price range and markets its products as the 
most affordable at home solution, but it contains extremely harmful in-
grediants, is ineffective on colored ink, and is a high irritant for sensitive 
skin.
-Tat B Gone is the original and highly effective at home solution for tat-
too removal, but involves a lengthier fading process and is in a higher 
price range.  
- Other direct competitors include Tattoo-Off, Tat Med, Profade, Der-
masal, Tattoo Fading, Nuviderm, and RX Tattoo.

INDIRECT COMPETITOR:
-Surgical Procedures: Viewed as more effective, but involves several 
consultations, 13+ months of monthly procedures and lenghthy recov-
ery time. 
-Cover up tattoos: a popular option, but they are often difficult to suc-
cessfully execute, and are exclusive to people who want more tattoos. 
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Problem Statement
Wrecking Balm Tattoo Removal has lost 
significant sales due to an incredibly bad 

reputation perpetuated by unsatisfied
social media users.
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-Target young women who want to rebrand their lives. 
-Completely rebrand the product as clean and more mature
-Make the target market aware that their needs are the priority, and 
that our brand cares about making a difference. 
-Reinvent our brand identity as socially in order to correct the toxic 
brand-consumer relationship has had in the past.

 

Advertising Objectives



CURRENT POSITION
Characteristically tough, young, 
appropriately niche, eye-catching, 
grungy. Seems to be marketed for 
“tough” people with “tough” tattoos. 

DESIRED POSITION
Aware of the consumer. Rebrand-
ed. Socially aware. New. A new us 
(brand) plus a a new you (consumer) 
equals new opportunities. Neat and 
clean.

Product 
Position
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Target
Market 
Analysis

DEMOGRAPHICS
-Female
-White
-Single
-College educated
-24-39 years old

LIFESTYLE
-Risk takers
 -Stable family relationships
-Moderate to strong religious beliefs
-Identify as unique. 

KEY INSIGHTS 
-Responsible 
-Not tied to the past
-Family oriented
-Contributing members of scociety
-No different from peers
-Role models.

BRAND INSIGHTS
-Comfort in creating,  
-Access to expression 
-Coltrol of change
-Ability to reinvent themselves
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SECONDARY RESEARCH 
- Clinical studies 
- Testimonials via social media
- Various journals on Women and body              
image.
- Competitor websites (ex. tatbgone.com)

PRIMARY RESEARCH
-Surveys in local community 
-Psychographics via social media. 

Research
FINDINGS
18-35 year olds base their satisfaction with a long-
term products or experiences on how their peers 
react. 

Women are more likely than men to return or try 
and fix the results of a disappointing purchase. 

When asked specifically how they dealt with their 
purchase, the majority of men said they would live 
with the consequences until it was absolutely nec-
essary, however women mentioned their concern 
with how others would see them and suggested 
they would find an immediate solution. 
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Reasons for Tattoo Removal





Strategy Statement:

For the ever
progressing 

woman who is 
looking to rebrand, 

Wrecking Balm
tattoo removal 

helps conquer the 
obstacles in her

appearance. 
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Help fence sitters decide to remove their undesirable tattoos by visually 
demonstrating how circumstances change over time. The idea is to ap-
peal to the human truth that people, trends and culture are evolution-
ary, and no one likes to be out of date. 

Creative Strategy
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Alternative 

Stadium Jumbotron
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Mall Poster

Bus Ad
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Sales Promo/IMC

Elevator 
Wrap
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Digital

Website Banner Ads





Media Strategy
Viral advertising and creating a campaign that is 
socially aware will help the company rebrand in a 
positive way. Fixing the brand’s online and social 
media presence is important because that is where 
the company died. Ads will be placed in 
appropriate magazines such as Elle, Vainity Fair, 
Allure, and other fashion forward magazines so as  
to target our feminine audience in search of a new 
look. 
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* The campaign will start in June of 2020. Summertime is the best time to 
launch because tattoos are most visible. 24

Budget Summary





Evaluation

-Increase of online sales
-Increase in number of media impressions
 Facebook: 25,000 Followers and 10,000  
 shares per ad.
 Instagram: 50,000 Followers and 20,000 
 likes per ad.
-Increased views on website: 200,000 visits 
semi annually
-Improved product reviews: Average of 4 stars
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Meet the Team

Tucker Lund

Katelyne Maroney

Daniel Spencer

Whitney Harris
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 Hailey Peterson - Comms 230 - no rAgrets Advertising


